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The Growing of a
Reading Seed
by Elaine M. Weber, Ph.D.

A year ago Myrna Webb
approached me about revisiting the
1987 Summer issue of the Michigan
Reading Journal (the "Red Journal"), a
previous edition devoted to the State of
Reading and filled with articles written
by members of the Reading Curriculum
Review Committee. In December of
1989 she made it official--she invited us
(the committee) to again write articles.
My first thought was a "where are the
Brady Bunch now" sort of focus. The
committee assured me that was not
appropriate. I wondered if simply "A
Partridge in a Pear Tree" would do for
an update--something like 26 State of
Reading Modules, 17 strategy bookmarks, 11 regional workshops, five
leadership conferences, four flip charts,
three special population training series,
and one video at the Wharton Center.
Wrong again.
Terry Smith suggested that the
story, The Carrot Seed" by Ruth
Krauss might just be perfect. It goes like
this, "A little boy planted a carrot seed."
His mother said, "I'm afraid it won't
come up." His father said, "I'm afraid it
won't come up." And his big brother
said, "It won't come up." Every day the
little boy pulled up the weeds around
the seed and sprinkled the ground with
water. But nothing came up. And
nothing came up. Everyone kept saying
it wouldn't come up. But he still pulled
up the weeds around it every day and
sprinkled the ground with water. And
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then, one day, a carrot came up just as
the little boy had known it would.
Revealed only by the pictures, it was a
giant carrot; in fact, large enough to
necessitate a wheelbarrow.
Using the carrot--seed metaphor
then, what was planted was information about reading instruction
and assessment. The staff development
process was to become infused with this
knowledge and use this new information to make better instructional
decisions about reading ... standards for
student achievement and assessment
procedures that better replicated the
reading process as it is understood
today. The weeding and caring for the
seed was the marketing process used to
make this information:
1. accessible to those educators
who were curious and
interested. (workshops, conferences, flipchart, bookmarks,
etc.)
2. "shareable" with colleagues
(modules, trainer of trainers
series, videos)
The fertilizer that made the carrot
enormous was the context in which this
reading movement took place. The
larger context of its importance was the
result of change in demographics and
the workplace, and the rising demands
for literacy in the real world.
And like the little boy, these
disciples, that carried the message, had
great faith. The genius of this

movement was the fact that the people
taking the leadership in the movement
were often those without institutionally
defined leadership positions. According
to Max DePres in Leadership As a Art,
these roving leaders have no limits on
their power and can move into a crisis
situation and take charge. Teachers
could go to administrative staff and
school boards and ask those Jiminy
Cricket questions: "What are we doing

about the literacy problems in our
community?"
The Vision
Any book on leadership talks of a
vision and not only a vision but Warren
Bennis, Tom Peters, Max DePres, and
Joel Barker say that a leader in the
nineties must truly encounter change as
a process. While they reach for
tomorrow, they must function in the
today. Joel Barker calls for paradigm
shifters to aggressively design new
paradigms while the old ones are still
successfully functioning.
How big is this carrot?
The following planning design
was borrowed from Suzanne Bailey . It
goes like this:

The present as I see it, is the
honest appraisal of what really exists in
our curriculum. Not bogus scores. I
mean real products - students - who
function successfully because of the
curriculum and instruction and
expectations.
The vision: I see a. moving target

of a symbiotic curriculum that is
lassoed to the real world with a
telescopic lens aimed at the future. The
lens carefully scans the horizon for
information about our future students
(demographics), and what they will be
expected to do (literacy and work).
The strategies: Ones that respect
the dignity of all those people who
must stretch toward the vision.
The challenges are for all of us to
become leaders--leadership must
permeate all levels of the organization.
For those people who have
accepted this challenge, these are the
best of times. They are the little boy;
they have done the unpopular thing.
They are the risk takers. These are also
the worst of times for the "status
quoers"-- nothing is going to stay the
same. Change is imminent.
The control that one has over
events is best explained in this quote:

"People who think they can and people who
think they can't, are both right." I am
pleased that Myrna Webb thought it
appropriate to revisit those people who
thought they could.
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